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For several decades, computerized forest decision support systems (DSS) have

helped managers and decision makers to analyze different management options

and supported the search for preferred management alternatives. In Sweden, a

country rich in forests and with a long tradition in intensive forest management,

such systems have been developed and available since the 1970s. Changes

in societal as well as in forest owners’ preferences and objectives in the

1990s led to a need for forest DSS handling broader perspectives compared

to precedent single-objective timber-oriented systems. In Sweden, this led to

the initiation of a research programme in the beginning of the 2000s aiming

at developing a versatile and multi-objective forest DSS, resulting in the first

version of the Heureka forest DSS released in 2009. The system handles several

forest values, such as timber and biofuel production, carbon sequestration,

dead wood dynamics, habitat for species, recreation and susceptibility to

forest damages (spruce bark beetle, wind-throw and root rot). It contains a

suite of software for different problem settings and geographical scales and

uses simulation as well as optimization techniques. Three software handle

projections of the forest using a common core of growth and yield models for

simulating forest dynamics. A fourth software, built for multi-criteria decision

analysis and including a web-version, enables also group decision making and

participatory planning. For more than 10 years, the Heureka system has been

used in teaching, environmental analysis, research and as decision support

in practical forestry. For example, several research groups using the system

for analyses in different problem areas have so far published more than 80

scientific papers. The system is used for nation-wide forest impact analysis

for policy support and all large and many medium-sized forest owners use it

for their long-term forest planning, meaning that it directly influences forest
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management decisions and activities on more than 50% of the Swedish forest

area. Besides presenting the present system and its use, we also discuss lessons

learned and potential future development.

KEYWORDS

multi-objective forest planning, forest management planning, ecosystem services,
simulation, optimization, multi criteria decision analysis, trade-offs, computer system

Introduction

Forest ecosystems are inherently complex and dynamic
and provide individuals and societies with a broad mix of
ecosystem services (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [MEA],
2005). Forests also cover large geographical areas, a large and
diverse number of management objectives and a plethora of
management alternatives. Moreover, due to the long time it takes
for a tree to reach harvestable dimensions, today’s management
actions will affect the outcome of forest ecosystem services over
a long period of time. During the last decades, different forest
management paradigms have been proposed and applied, such as
sustainable timber management, multiple-use forestry, ecosystem
management, sustainable forest management and climate-smart
forestry (Hahn and Knoke, 2010; MacDicken et al., 2015;
Verkerk et al., 2020). Independent of management paradigm, tools
projecting forest development including the outcome of different
ecosystem services are needed to support the search for preferred
management alternatives.

A category of tools designed for this problem area is
forest decision support systems (DSS). There are a number of
different definitions of what a DSS is. These range from very
simple definitions such as “it helps someone make decisions”
to more comprehensive definitions such as “Decision support
systems (DSS) have been defined as computer-based systems
that integrate data sources with modeling and analytical tools;
facilitate development, analysis, and ranking of alternatives; assist
in management of uncertainty; and enhance overall problem
comprehension.” (Mowrer, 2000), or “DSS are computer-based
tools which provide support to solve ill-structured decision
problems by integrating database management systems with
analytical and operational research models, graphic display, tabular
reporting capabilities and the expert knowledge of scientists,
managers and decision makers.” (Vacik et al., 2015). Many of
the definitions have in common that they define DSS as systems
that are (1) computer-based, (2) intended to support decision-
making, (3) based on analytical methods, and that (4) present
results in an efficient and accessible manner. In this paper we
define a forest DSS as a computer-based system that supports forest
management planning and analysis involving multiple objectives
by integrating analytical methods and models for projecting the
future development of forests and their production of ecosystem
services based on assumptions about, e.g., forest management and
price trends.

Forest DSS can be constructed in various ways (system design
and programming, more or less modular, etc.), focus on different
ecosystem services, and apply different techniques for the search

of preferred solution (Packalen et al., 2013; Segura et al., 2014).
Methodologically, DSS can be classified into three groups based on
the technique applied for the analysis: DSS based on simulation,
DSS based on optimization, and DSS used for multi-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA). In this context, simulation means that
a set of forest management rules are specified, and the outcome
(consequences) is based on an application of these rules (Nobre
et al., 2016). The simulator thus projects the likely development of
the forest and the resulting ecosystem services for one management
alternative under the pre-defined management rules. Simulators
are useful for answering “what if ” questions, i.e., for assessing
the consequences of a limited set of pre-defined management
scenarios. The advantage of simulation approaches lies in the
relative ease of formulating the problem and interpreting the
output. A DSS based on optimization, in contrast, generates a
large set of potential management alternatives from which the best
alternative is selected using an optimizing algorithm based on the
objectives and constraints of the planning problem. These kinds
of DSS can be used for answering “how to” questions, i.e., for
finding the optimal way to reach certain objectives. Optimization
problems thus require that the user defines forest management
objectives and constraints rather than strict management rules.
Both simulation and optimization approaches can be used to
generate a number of scenarios, which can be used in a MCDA DSS
to identify the scenario that best fits decision makers’ preferences
for different objectives. MCDA is the collective term for a set of
mathematical methods and approaches used to find solutions to
decision problems with multiple conflicting objectives.

Research on and development of forest DSS has for decades
been characterized by high activity worldwide (Borges et al.,
2014; Vacik et al., 2015). For example, the community of practice
ForestDSS1 gathered information and experiences on forest DSS
and on its Wiki page more than 80 systems are listed. While
early DSS were designed to address relatively narrow, well-defined
problems, more recent systems tend to be used for more general
purposes and are multifunctional, allowing for the assessment of
multiple forest ecosystem services (Reynolds et al., 2008). Today’s
DSS can therefore be used for diverse decision-making problems
at different temporal and spatial scales (Nobre et al., 2016). Thus,
many modern DSS can be used not only for the planning and
timing of management activities but also for assessing the impact
of different management practices on the provision of a multitude
of ecosystem services.

1 http://www.forestdss.org
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Sweden is rich in forests, mainly boreal and hemiboreal, to
some extent also temperate forests in the southernmost part.
A large part of its total 23.4 Mha productive forestland is
intensively used for timber production. During 2002–2009 a
research programme–the Heureka programme–was carried out at
the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) and at the
Forestry Research Institute of Sweden (Skogforsk), The research
programme aimed at developing a new forest DSS with the capacity
to substantially contribute to sustainable and multi-objective
management of forest landscapes (Lämås and Eriksson, 2003).
The research programme was financed by a broad and probably
unique constellation of financers; a university and a research
institute (SLU and Skogforsk), a research foundation (Kempe
foundations), an environmental research foundation (Swedish
Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research), and forest
industries (Swedish Forest Industries Federation). The outcome
of the research programme was the Heureka DSS containing a
set of software for different problem areas and users (Wikström
et al., 2011). Since 2011, the administration and management
of Heureka are handled by the unit of Forest Sustainability
Analyses at the Department of Forest Resource Management, at
SLU in Umeå, Sweden. User organizations from both research,
authorities and industry co-finance the continuous development
of the system. The Heureka system is documented online on
a Wiki (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences [SLU],
2022a) containing information about system design, structure and
definitions and on a help documentation page (Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences [SLU], 2022b) describing workflows for
different processes. All software can be downloaded free of charge
from the Wiki, along with necessary third-party components.
For more than 10 years, the Heureka DSS has been widely
used in teaching, research, environmental assessment and in
practical forestry for making short and long-term analysis and
producing forest management plans. More than 80 scientific
papers making use of the Heureka system have been published
in different scientific areas and by different research groups
(Supplementary material). All large [1–3.2 Mha productive forest
land (site productivity ≥ 1 m3ha−1year−1)] and several medium-
sized Swedish forest companies use the system for their long-
term planning and in some cases also for medium-term planning.
This means that Heureka is used to plan forest management on
more than half of the productive forest area in Sweden. Recurrent
national forest impact analyses are performed using the Heureka
system on the commission of the Swedish Forest Agency (e.g.,
Claesson et al., 2015; Bergqvist et al., 2022). The system is also used
for environmental assessment, e.g., projections of forest carbon
balances according to international agreements (Ministry for the
Environment, 2019).

In this paper we present the Heureka system, a versatile and
extensive forest DSS enabling planning and analysis for a wide
range of forest related questions and challenges. The aim is to
describe its design, key functionality and analytical framework
together with experiences from a decade of applications of the
system in various settings. We aim at a description that can serve
as a reference for developers of future forest DSS but also for DSS
users in general and for Heureka users in particular.

Below we first describe the design of the Heureka DSS;
models and functions included in the software handling forest
dynamics and in the MCDA based software, followed by system

design and programming. We then present applications of the
system in practical forestry, environmental monitoring, teaching
and research. Thereafter, we discuss experiences of system
development, the users of the system and functionality of the
system, including some recommendations for future development
of different forest DSS. See also Figure 1 for a schematic overview
of the Heureka DSS as well as the content of this paper.

The Heureka system

The Heureka system contains a suite of software of which
three–named StandWise, RegWise, and PlanWise–are used for
projecting the future forest development (Figure 2). The StandWise
software is an interactive simulator for analyses of individual
stands. RegWise and PlanWise are both applicable on different
levels, e.g., stand, estate, landscape and national level. RegWise is
based on a ruled-based simulation framework while PlanWise uses
optimization techniques. The three software have a common kernel
of (mainly empirical) tree- and plot-level growth and yield models
that projects the development of the forest over time. A treatment
unit is usually the equivalent to an individual stand or individual
sample plot and is the lowest level at which a management action
(such as thinning, final felling or no active measures) is applied,
see further in the Hierarchical forest model section. Hereafter
the term treatment unit is used when referring to stands and/or
plots. The three software include also other common ecological
and economic models enabling scenario analysis and management
planning including e.g., the effect of different silvicultural actions
on the outcomes for a wide range of indicators for different
ecosystem services and biodiversity. A fourth software, PlanEval,
based on MCDA, is used to systematically rank and evaluate
scenarios generated with any of the three software handling forest
dynamics (particularly RegWise and PlanWise).

The Heureka software handling forest
dynamics

Below we first describe the three software concerned. We then
describe common components and approaches in them, such as
common models projecting forest development, forest data used in
analyses, result variables, etc.

The StandWise interactive simulator
The StandWise software is to be applied on an individual stand

or plot. Management actions, e.g., thinning and final felling, are
specified by the user by interactively using the core growth and yield
models and by stepping forward in time period by period (5 years).
As an alternative to the interactive simulation, there is a pseudo-
optimization tool choosing a management alternative yielding the
highest net present value (NPV, Faustmann, 1849). The same auto-
generation of treatment programs is also used for extending the
simulation of management actions after the time horizon explicitly
and interactively handled by the user, which is needed to calculate
NPV.

The initial state of the forest can be stand data imported to the
Heureka system from a traditional forest management plan or plot
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FIGURE 1

A schematic overview of the content and sections in this paper, in the structural form of an overview of also the system itself and its contexts. Bold
text indicates specific sections in the paper.

data from, e.g., the Swedish National Forest Inventory (NFI). Stand
data can also be entered interactively via a StandWise interface.

A stand can be visualized in a 2D map and in 3D view
(Figure 3). If available when importing stand data, true positions of
the trees are used, otherwise positions are simulated using a Poisson
process. In the 2D map, the user can locate strip roads manually or
automatically in a regular pattern, trees within them automatically
harvested in the next thinning operation.

The RegWise software based on a rule-based
simulation framework

In RegWise, the core growth and yield models are combined
with rule-based framework controlling management actions. The
latter is based on user-specified management strategies and the
chosen method for allocation of treatment programs to treatment
units within those frames. For prioritizing silvicultural and
harvesting actions, logistic regression functions can be used. The
user can choose between functions that have been elaborated based
on actions undertaken and registered on permanent NFI plots, or

functions based on management recommendations. The action-
based functions provide probabilities for final felling and thinning.
Recommendation-based functions are available for pre-commercial
thinning, thinning, fertilization and final felling. For final fellings,
users can either prioritize volume growth (slow-growing stands to
be harvested first) or prioritize harvesting stands that have a high
risk for wind-throw. Random “jumps” in the priority list can also
be applied to reflect variation within forestry. There are two ways
to perform a simulation in RegWise: (i) the user can specify the
amount of harvest volume to be thinned or final felled in each 5-
year period, or (ii) the user can specify a proportion of the estimated
growth in the previous period that is to be harvested in each
period. It is also possible to simulate changes of land use, such as
transferring forestland to agricultural land or vice versa.

RegWise is well suited for national and regional level scenario
analyses based on NFI plots (Claesson et al., 2015; Bergqvist et al.,
2022) but can be run also on other data, such as data from stand
registers at forest companies, or data based on a combination of
remote sensing data and NFI data (Eggers et al., 2015, 2019).
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FIGURE 2

A schematic view of the three Heureka software projecting forest development. The figure focuses on showing the main and principal differences
between the three software, i.e., not a formal system description.

The PlanWise software based on a optimization
framework

In PlanWise, the treatment unit projection simulator is
implemented as a Treatment Program Generator (TPG),
generating a set of potential treatment programs in the realm
of one or several management strategy frames for each treatment
unit (Figure 4). Each treatment program consists of a sequence of
actions, e.g., planting, thinning and final felling, for a treatment
unit from the current time to the end of the planning horizon
(Figure 5). The TPG is linked to a built-in optimization tool
for finding the preferred treatment program for each unit. All
aforementioned result variables can be used as parameters in the
subsequent optimization.

The optimization tool, which is a graphical user interface to
the ZIMPL optimization modeling language (Koch, 2005), finds
the optimal combination of treatment programs for each treatment
unit so that the user-defined objective function is maximized or
minimized, while the user-defined constraints are fulfilled. The
objective function and the constraints can be based on any of the
parameters projected by Heureka in the TPG or a combination
of several as long as response of the output of interest could be
expressed as a sum over the treatment programs for the treatment
unit. Typical examples of objective functions are: NPV; total harvest
volume over the entire planning horizon; and area of old forest at a
certain point in time, or average over time. Examples of constraints
are even timber flow constraints (the harvest volume should not
vary too much over time), area proportions that are to be left
unmanaged or managed with selection felling, the standing volume
of broadleaves not decreasing, and the standing timber stock in the
end compared to the beginning of the planning period.

The optimization problem is solved with either linear
programming (LP) or mixed integer programming (MIP). This
depends on whether the decision variable, i.e., the proportion

of the area of a treatment unit that is assigned to a certain
treatment program, is defined to be continuous, i.e., can take
any value between 0 and 1 (LP), or binary (MIP), i.e., can
only take the values of 0 or 1. The practical implication of this
aspect is whether it is allowed to split treatment units and assign
different treatment programs to the different parts. For solving
the optimization problem, the open-source MIP/LP solver CoinOR
CBC/CLP (Lougee-Heimer, 2003) is included, but also external
third-party solvers (CPLEX, GUROBI, or MOSEK) can be used and
directly linked to the optimization tool in PlanWise.

Typically, PlanWise is used for strategic analysis with 5-year
periods over time horizons of 30 to 100 years. For more short-term
and detailed planning, a tactical TPG is available mainly intended
for harvest planning of e.g., harvest volume assortments per season
and year, but potentially also for other uses. In the tactical TPG,
the user sets the number of planning periods and period length
(1–5 years), and 5-year projections of forest development are
resized to reflect development corresponding to the stated tactical
period length. Only a single harvest action per treatment unit
can be simulated during the tactical planning horizon, which in
practice limits the horizon to roughly 15 years. The same use of
management strategies is available when running both the strategic
as well as the tactical TPG.

Models projecting forest development
The large number of interlinked models projecting the

development of the tree layer over time are of central concern in
a forest DSS as most other aspects rely on the outcome of these
models. In many cases, users of the Heureka DSS are given a choice
between different growth models.

For stand establishment on initially bare land or after final
felling, height and species distributions in the new stand are
either imported from a large database containing data from
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FIGURE 3

Example of the graphical user interface in one of the Heureka software; the StandWise interactive simulator were the user steers stand development
and management actions in 5-year time steps. Upper panels: to the left a 2D map of the stand showing the position, species and seize of individual
trees, in the mid a computer drawn 3D image of the stand, to the right the results of a system generated pseudo-optimization. Lower panels: to the
left examples of result variables, to the right basal area development for a specific interactive simulation run.

field-measured plots (Elfving, 1982) or estimated with functions
based on data from the same database. Growth of seedlings/plants
is calculated with height growth functions (Elfving, 1982, 2011d).
Damages on young trees (2–6 m) are simulated according
to Näslund (1986), and lead to mortality and reduced height
growth. The level of damage can be individually controlled for
damage caused by moose, vole, snow-break, snow-blight, frost and
whipping.

The growth models concern two key stages of stand
development: the stand establishment period and the development
of the established stand, both modeled in 5-year time steps. The
transition between these stages is at 6–7 m stand height. Basal
area growth of established forest is modeled by individual tree
models of Söderberg (1986) or, by default, of Elfving (2011b). The
individual tree models are by default used in combination with a
stand level basal area growth model of Elfving (2011a). Elfving’s
basal area growth functions are valid for most native Swedish
tree species, individually (Scots pine, Norway spruce, aspen, beech,
oak) or in groups (birches, other deciduous–noble and trivial,
respectively). Larch and Lodgepole pine (the single exotic species
handled) are handled as Scots pine. For a full listing of species
and species groups, see Supplementary material. When used, the

stand level model projects the total growth and the individual
tree model then distributes the total growth to individual trees.
The models are based on data from the Swedish National Forest
Inventory (NFI) and have been evaluated using NFI data and
data from long-term field trials with a wide variation of treatment
programs (Fahlvik et al., 2014; Aldea et al., 2023). The growth
models are quite accurate for even-aged forest management in
single-species and mixed stands. Uneven-aged management, on
the other hand, has for decades been practised to a negligible
extent in Sweden. Data as a basis for growth models for this
management is very sparse in the NFI, making the growth models
for uneven-aged management less accurate. For a multi-layered
forest stand, Drössler et al. (2015) show that the models in an
8-year growth projection underestimate basal area and volume
growth.

The effects on growth due to climate change can be included by
adjusting the empirical growth functions based on results from an
analysis (50 × 50 km2 grid over all Sweden) with the BIOMASS
process-based vegetation model (McMurtrie et al., 1990). Three
climate scenarios are available, ECHAM5_A1B, MPI 4.5 and MPI
8.5 (Freeman, 2009). The process-based vegetation model does not,
however, account for increased risks that are expected to follow
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FIGURE 4

A tentative illustration of the terms domain (left), management strategy (middle) and treatment program (right), for the latter see also Figure 5
(cf. Eggers and Öhman, 2020).

FIGURE 5

Potential treatment programs for an arbitrary treatment unit over 16 5-year periods (cf. Eggers and Öhman, 2020).

climate change, such as more frequent storm-fellings, summer
droughts and insect infestations.

Height development in established stands is modeled by
functions of Elfving and Kiviste (1997) for Scots pine and
of Liziniewicz et al. (2016) for Lodgepole pine and there
are also functions for Norway spruce (Elfving, 2003), birch

(Eriksson et al., 1997), aspen, beech, oak and larch (Elfving, 2011c).
Ingrowth of trees (diameter at breast height ≥ 4 cm) in established
stands is calculated according to Wikberg (2004). A number of
tree mortality models for established stands are available (users’
choice); models by Fridman and Ståhl (2001) or more recent
ones by Elfving (2014) or Siipilehto et al. (2020), the latter
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being a result of joint Nordic research. Moreover, mortality of
retention trees after final felling are handled separately with user-
defined mortality rates [default settings based on Roberge et al.
(2015)].

Non-productive forest land (productivity < 1 m3ha−1year−1)
has largely been neglected in Swedish forest modeling until
recently, when specific growth models for these areas were
developed based on NFI data [Nyström, 2018 (Unpublished)2].
According to the Swedish Forestry Act (Skogsvårdslag, 1979) no
harvest activities are allowed on non-productive land, but this land
class is important to consider when it comes to other ecosystem
services and biodiversity, it is for example included in forest carbon
balances (Ministry for the Environment, 2019).

Above-stump tree biomass is estimated with either models
by Petersson (1999) or models by Marklund (1988). Stump and
root biomass is estimated with models by Petersson and Ståhl
(2006). For young stands, above-ground tree biomass is estimated
by models by Claesson et al. (2001). Decay of coarse woody
debris is modelled based on Harmon et al. (2000), Kruys et al.
(2002), and Sandström et al. (2007). There are also an optional
parameter affecting the destruction of dead wood at final felling and
subsequent soil preparation - if any - in the ordinary stands as well
as in retention patches (Roberge et al., 2015).

The occurrence and decomposition of soil carbon and soil
nitrogen on mineral sites are depicted with a mechanistic model,
which is based on the so-called Q-model by Ågren and Bosatta
(1998). Input to the Q-model is provided by a litter production
model and by harvest residues. On organic sites, emissions factors
are used if ditching is present, and constant values in the case of no
ditching.

Forest data as a basis for analyses
The Heureka system can use different types of forest input data,

mainly from two types of sources:

• Sample plot data, e.g., from forest company level surveys or
from the Swedish NFI.

• Stand-level data, typically data from a traditional forest
management plan or a stand register database, often including
spatially explicit information of the stands’ extents. Thus,
when using this type of data the user can also import a forest
map and link it to the imported stand register.

The structure of the hierarchical forest data model is further
described in the System design and programming section.
Irrespective of the data source, a number of variables are needed
to describe the current state of the forest and to allow projections
of the tree layer. This concerns several site- and tree layer variables
for each stand or plot:

Variables describing the site: stand/plot area (and/or the area
that the plot represents in the case of plot level input), location
(county, altitude, latitude), site index3, soil moisture, vegetation

2 Nyström, K. (2018). Growth models for nonproductive forest land (Umeå,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences). Unpublished.

3 Site index can also be calculated by the system if all needed site
information is available (latitude, altitude, slope, soil texture, soil depth, field
vegetation type, soil moisture, soil water regime, presence of peat).

type of the field layer, and presence of peat. These variables
are used to simulate tree growth, but they remain constant
throughout the simulation.

Variables describing the tree layer: age, diameter, height and
species of individual trees, or in the more common case of mean
stand data: mean age, number of stems, basal area, and tree
species distribution. Tree-species specific diameters and heights
are optional, but it is recommended to include them as they
improve the quality of the projections, and are simulated if not
provided. Variables describing the tree layer are projected, i.e., they
change over time.

In addition, the user has the option to include information on
deadwood volumes, as well as a number of user-defined variables,
describing, e.g., ownership or management class to be used in the
subsequent analyses.

The three software handling forest dynamics use a common
(dedicated) database containing initial forest information as basis
for analysis and planning. Thereby, data from one and the same
analysis area (individual stand, forest/estate or region) can be used
in all three software.

Management strategies and silvicultural actions
Within the forest-level software (RegWise and PlanWise),

the user can define which management strategies should be
applied when projecting the state of the forest into the future,
in so called control categories. The user can group treatment
units into domains based on either their spatial location or
their characteristics (e.g., dominant species, management class,
protection status) and assign these groups one or several different
management strategies (Figure 4).

A variety of management strategies can be simulated, including
different variants of even-aged and uneven-aged management,
nature conservation-focused management, retention practices
and no management. A large number of parameters control
how forest management is simulated in each management
strategy, and the users can modify many of them. For example,
when simulating even-aged management strategies, users can
choose between several regeneration options (including planting,
seeding, and natural regeneration with seed trees), fertilization
regimes, settings for (pre-)commercial thinnings, rotation
length–adhering to legislative restrictions or bypassing them for
sensitivity analyses, if and where harvesting residues should be
extracted as well as retention practices, such us leaving individual
retention trees and high stumps. Also, shelterwood management
and checkerboard management are available. Uneven-aged
management is implemented as a series of selection fellings,
which are parameterized and tested for spruce-dominated forest
(Wikström, 2008) and include options for leaving retention
trees. Management to benefit nature conservation values includes
options to selectively clean or thin specific tree species (such as
spruce), and to leave (a fraction of) these stems in the forest as
deadwood. Altogether, the management alternative settings define
a more or less broad management strategy framework of variation
for different forest management programs. The given frames
are then utilized differently in the different software, as further
described in their respective sections.

Retention trees and retention patches can be generated in both
even- and uneven aged management. Retention patches can be
non-spatial, e.g., 5% of stand area can be retained but it is not stated
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where in the stands patches are located. Spatial retention patches
concern two different cases, either retention patches are explicitly
delineated in the imported forest map, or Heureka simulates
patches (to a given area proportion of the stand) as a rectangular
patch around the centroid of the stand.

Costs and revenues
Plantation costs are calculated by multiplying a user-defined

per seedling cost with the planting density. Soil preparation costs
are handled as a fixed per ha cost as entered by the user. Cost
for pre-commercial thinning can either be handled as a fixed cost
per ha or calculated with a density- and height-dependent time
consumption function (Bergstrand et al., 1986) multiplied with a
user-defined hourly cost.

Costs for harvest operations are calculated with time
consumption functions for harvesters and forwarders in thinning
and final felling (Brunberg, 1995, 1997, 2004) as well as for
harvesters and forwarders in forest fuel thinning operations
(Sängstuvall et al., 2012, 2014). The calculated operation times
(depending on factors such as terrain, slope and stem density)
are multiplied with an hourly cost for the machine type used.
The function coefficients can be modified by users, for example
if they have access to their own harvest operations cost statistics.
Harvest residue and stump extraction costs are calculated via
terrain transport distance dependent functions.

Cost for fertilization can be entered as a fixed cost or a cost that
depends on the fertilizer amount and unit cost.

For calculating revenues from harvested trees, theoretical
bucking is used (Näsberg, 1985), using dynamic programming and
a pricelist defined for each assortment. Each pricelist may consist
of a table with prices for each diameter class, with optional length
correction factors. The quality distribution of harvested trees for
each assortment can be set by the user. The default values are based
on timber quality statistics from the Swedish timber measurement
organization (Möller and Moberg, 2007).

Both prices and costs are handled in real terms, unaffected by
inflation. Real price trends can be included by the user by setting
a future relative price change at an arbitrary time breakpoint. For
time periods between today’s prices and the time breakpoint when
the future price applies, prices are interpolated. Prices after the
selected breakpoint are assumed to level out. Cost trends can be set
individually for each treatment type, and price changes for timber,
pulpwood and biofuel can be set separately. Default costs are based
on business statistics (Eliasson, 2022), whereas default prices are
based on arbitrarily representative pricelists.

The NPV (Faustmann, 1849) is often used as an index of
economic performance of different forest management alternatives.
In Heureka, it is the sum of discounted revenues minus costs,
and with the real discount rate set by the user. In PlanWise,
the calculation of NPV is done for an approximately infinite
time horizon. For even-aged forestry, PlanWise approximates an
infinite time horizon by assuming that the third forest rotation
management regime will be repeated in perpetuity. For uneven-
aged management, the last cutting within the planning period
is assumed to be repeated in perpetuity with a cutting time
interval equal to the time elapsed between the last two cuttings
projected. In RegWise, only the simulation period plus potential
additional periods (number defined by the user) are used to
calculate the NPV.

Result variables
There is a large set of result variables that can be calculated

when simulating the development of the forest over time. Result
variables are stored in a dedicated result database. To reduce
execution times and data storage requirements, many variables are
optional. Result variables include, among others:

• Basal area, diameter, height, age, number of stems, and
volume, per species

• Above- and belowground biomass and carbon stocks of
trees, per species.

• Soil carbon stock.
• Deadwood volume per decay class and tree species (pine,

spruce, broadleaved species).
• Detailed information on silvicultural treatment performed

(e.g., type of treatment, thinning form, thinning grade, treated
area, biomass of cut trees, regeneration method).

• Harvest volume (timber, pulpwood, and fuelwood, per tree
species and harvest type).

• Diameter distribution of cuttings.
• Harvested wood products (inflow, stock, and CO2 emissions).
• Harvest residue extraction (tops, branches,

foliage and stumps).
• Current and mean tree growth (both net and gross).
• Natural mortality, per species and diameter class.
• Susceptibility indices for root rot, storm and

spruce bark beetles.
• Recreation index.
• Carbon stocks in harvested wood products (pulpwood, sawn

wood and wood-based panels).
• Means and standard variation for age, diameter, height,

stems and volume.
• Structural diversity (whether a stand is even- or uneven-aged,

tree size diversity).
• Costs and revenues, net present value, soil expectation value.

Note that only the tree layer is projected and changed over
time. Site-level information (e.g., field layer, site index) remains
constant throughout the simulation. The user can either export
all result variables per treatment unit that are of interest and
analyze them externally or use the built-in reporting functionality
to get summaries of result variables. A number of standard report
templates are available, but it is also possible to create new
report templates. The report templates allow users to combine
several result variables using conditions. Examples where such
combinations are needed include the sum of forest area with a
minimum volume of deadwood (of interest for, among others,
the Swedish Environmental Objective “Living forests”), the volume
harvested in final fellings, or the area of forest managed with
a certain management strategy. Heureka also provides basic GIS
functionality, allowing users to view results over time in maps.

Spatial analysis
In many forest management problems, spatial aspects are

prominent, i.e., the choice of management depends on the location
or how surrounding areas are managed. Examples include buffer
zones around protected forests or waterways, controlling the
maximum size of final felled areas (greening up constraints)
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or objectives to minimize fragmentation by maintaining large
contiguous areas with old forest conditions.

In the Heureka DSS identification and delineation of buffer
zones can be done directly with the built-in GIS-functionality by
identifying stands situated within a buffer zone (categorized as
buffer stands) and dividing stands that are partly within the buffer
zone into: buffer stands if they are located within the defined buffer
zone, or parent stands if they are outside (Lundström et al., 2018).
Keeping track of the connection between the divided stands makes
it possible to assume dependency between them, e.g., increased
mortality in the buffer stand when the parent stand is final felled, or
allowing some management in the buffer stand if it is done the same
period as management is performed in the parent stand. A special
feature of the buffer tool is also developed so that users who have
access to blue targeting classification (Bleckert et al., 2011) can
set the buffer width based on blue targeting class. Another tool
for spatial analysis available in Heureka is built-in habitat models
for six species (Perisorues infaustus, Bonasa bonasia, Dendrocopus
minor, Harminius undulatus, Alectoria sarmentosa, and Sciuris
vulgaris). The plans or scenarios generated with either RegWise or
PlanWise can be analyzed with these habitat models to evaluate the
area of suitable habitat for the corresponding species. The models
check whether an individual stand fulfills the habitat criteria -
including edge effects along stand borders if applicable (local scale),
and optionally also if criteria for the surrounding forest are fulfilled
(landscape scale). Users can also define their own habitat models.

In PlanWise, spatial aspects can also be handled during the
optimization (for more details on the optimization, see the section
“PlanWise based on a optimization framework” below). Built-
in spatial pre-calculation tools together with the optimization
models can be used to solve different problems involving spatial
aspects. The pre-calculation tools include the option to calculate the
length of common stand borders between adjacent stands, specific
cliques and clusters needed for an extended area restriction model
(Goycoolea et al., 2005), and to compute the area of other individual
stands within the neighboring area of a specific stand (within a user
specified radius from the specific stand centroid). The outcome of
the pre-calculation tools can then be used in the objective function
or constraints in the optimization.

Natural disturbances (storm, bark beetle, root rot)
Natural disturbances are mainly included as indicators

describing the susceptibility of a forest for different disturbance
types – storm, spruce bark beetles and root rot. In Scandinavia,
storm felling is one of the largest catastrophic events affecting
forests. The storm susceptibility index is based on empirical
functions developed from data on storm fellings. It assesses the
predisposition of forest stands to storm fellings, based on local
conditions. This allows users to analyze the change in susceptibility
over time given different management strategies, and to compare
different management strategies. It is also possible to regulate the
length of edges prone to storm felling (due to large height difference
between stands) in the optimization, and thus plan for more storm-
resilient forest landscapes (López-Andújar Fustel et al., 2021). The
spruce bark beetle index (Nordkvist et al., 2023) describes the
relative susceptibility of forest stands to the occurrence of spruce
bark beetle infestation. The index is based on empirical findings
and expert opinions and takes both climatic and stand variables
into account. The root rot index gives the basal area, volume and

number of stems that are likely to be infected by root rot, based
on functions developed using the Swedish NFI data (Thor et al.,
2005).

Besides the susceptibility indices, a storm module is available in
RegWise. It is based on the historical frequency of storms (1953–
2012) and NFI data on volumes of storm-felled timber and salvage
logged timber at the same storm events. A wind damage model
(Lagergren et al., 2012) has been calibrated to reflect the damage
levels in the historic data. In the model, stand attributes like tree
species, tree height and time since last thinning are included.
Calibration is performed by adjusting a wind factor in the model.
Users can change both the timing, frequency and strength of the
simulated storms.

Heureka software for evaluating and
ranking different alternatives (PlanEval)

The fourth software in the Heureka suite is PlanEval, based on
MCDA, and used for systematic ranking and evaluation of plans
or scenarios (in this section called alternatives) generated with the
other Heureka software. However, since PlanEval is a standalone
software, it can also be used in analysis where the alternatives are
generated with some other system. The ranking and evaluation of
alternatives can be done by either one or several decision makers
or stakeholders (in this section jointly called stakeholders). This
allows PlanEval to be used in group decision-making situations or
participatory planning processes. Unlike the other software in the
Heureka suite, PlanEval is available both for local installation and
as a web application.

In PlanEval, a finite number of alternatives are evaluated with
the help of a four-step procedure. In step 1, the criteria against
which the different alternatives will be evaluated are defined.
Different stakeholders can weigh different criteria. In this step,
it is also defined which criteria each stakeholder is allowed to
weigh and which alternatives they are allowed to evaluate. In
step 2, the stakeholders assign weights representing the relative
importance of each criterion according to their preferences using
either Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1990) or Simple
Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) (Olson, 1996). In
step 3, the stakeholders evaluate each alternative in terms of
how well the alternatives perform in terms of each criterion. For
this, the same methods as in step 2 may be used, but it is also
possible to create value functions in cases where the outcome
of a criterion for an alternative can be described quantitatively,
e.g., by an average value for all periods. Finally, in step 4, an
overall ranking of the alternatives is calculated, showing which
alternative is the most suitable one, considering the preferences
of the stakeholders and the alternatives available. The ranking
is based on both the weighting of the objectives and attributes
in step 2 and the evaluation of alternatives with respect to each
attribute in step 3. If there are several stakeholders involved,
both their separate rankings of alternatives are reported but
also their combined ranking. The combined ranking is done
either by calculating the arithmetic mean of the individual
rankings or by using a weighted average, which means that
the stakeholders will have different influence on the overall
ranking.
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System design and programming

Hierarchical forest model
In Heureka, forests are divided into area nodes, which can

contain further sub-area nodes and treatment units. Treatment
units, in turn, can be divided into several cells which each link to
a reference unit. An area node can be any area, such as a holding,
landscape, or forest. A treatment unit is usually the equivalent to an
individual stand or individual (e.g., NFI) plot and is the lowest level
at which a treatment (such as thinning or final felling) is applied.
A cell is an abstract construction, which links a reference unit to
a treatment unit while keeping information of the reference unit.
A reference unit is the representation of a sample plot at which all
trees have been measured. The data in a reference unit can either
be from actual measurements of a sample plot or imputed. The
relationship of cells to reference unit allows several cells to share
a reference unit.

System architecture
Heureka uses a multitier approach to systems architecture

divided into three tiers: base layer, domain layer, and application
layer. The base layer contains common functions not specific to the
domain (here: field of application, not to be confused with domain
as a forest management strategy term elsewhere in this text), such
as math utilities, database-, error-, and configuration-handling. The
domain layer contains subsystems, or modules, which are divided
conditionally on their respective function. These modules comprise
the core of the Heureka system. The application layer contains the
composite applications built from functions in the domain layer
(i.e., PlanWise, RegWise, StandWise, and PlanEval).

Many of the more time-consuming calculations are parallelized,
such as the calculation of initial state, evaluation of forest domains
and the generation of treatment programs in PlanWise, yielding
large performance improvements over the single-core case.

Heureka uses Microsoft SQL Server (Microsoft Corporation,
2023a) as database engine. For spatial computations and map
renderings, Heureka uses DotSpatial’s GIS-library (DotSpatial,
2023). DotSpatial is free, open-source, fast, and provides a lot
of features that form a foundation for Heureka’s GIS-capabilities.
A user can use Heureka to inspect the initial state and results after
optimization directly without using third-party GIS-software.

Heureka also contains a plugin framework. Several built-in
functions can thus be replaced by a third party that needs to
use their own models. Examples of functionality supporting user
plugins are: single-tree growth, stand-level growth, forwarder- and
harvester-cost, and LP/MIP-solver. Reversely, Heureka models are
also implemented in an API, which allows integration of Heureka
functionality in external software.

The software suite is written in C# and is developed in
Visual Studio 2017/2022 (Microsoft Corporation, 2023b). Heureka
targets.NET Framework 4.5.2, and supports Microsoft SQL Server
(2008 or newer).

Applications of the Heureka system

The first version of the Heureka DSS was released in 2009
and the system is now widely applied in research, teaching,

environmental analysis, as well as in practical forestry. Some of
its uses are presented below. Concerning the research area, the
Heureka DSS is used within several research disciplines such as
forest management and planning, silviculture, ecology and soil
science. Research is also a major driver for further development of
the system; thus, research applications are described in a separate
sub-section below.

Practical forestry: Swedish large forest companies use Heureka
PlanWise predominantly with a strata-based sample approach
in their strategic forest management planning. An area-based
(spatially comprehensive) approach is, however, getting more
common (Ulvdal et al., 2022) and is more frequently used by
small- and medium-sized forest owners. Either way, the choice of
PlanWise means that an optimization approach is used, often to
find strategic forest management plans (expressed as harvest levels
over time) that maximize the decision makers’ goal fulfilment with
the forestry. Typical for such analyses is to maximize the NPV of
the forestry at a specified interest rate, subject to even flow-harvest
and ecological restrictions, using the strategic module spanning
over a 100-year horizon with 5-year period length. Different forest
owners/managers use Heureka with slightly different approaches
depending on the aim of the analysis. Two main use cases can be
identified in practical forestry: the first case concern exploratory
analyses in which e.g., management settings or other contextual
input (cf. Figure 1) is altered, and the software and results are used
as decision support mainly in relative terms for e.g., silvicultural
guidelines. The second case concern business analyses where the
quality of input data is controlled, management strategies are
given, and the results are used mainly in absolute terms for e.g.,
forest holding appraisal and/or wood procurement agreements.
Combinations of the two use cases are common among users.
Only a few applications of the tactical module in PlanWise are
known (Flisberg et al., 2014; Asmoarp et al., 2020). International
applications of the Heureka system in practical forestry have been
noted in, e.g., Norway and Latvia, facilitated by the growth model
plugin functionality.

Carbon accounting: Sweden annually reports emissions of
greenhouse gases to the Climate Convention and to the EU. SLU
is responsible for the land use sector, Land use, Land use change
and Forestry (LULUCF). RegWise, together with data from the NFI,
is used as projection tool within the national carbon accounting
framework (European Union [EU], 2018). The development of
the carbon pools living biomass, soil carbon (including stumps),
deadwood and harvested wood products within the LULUCF sector
is simulated and transformed into emissions of CO2. One example
of these projections is the Forest Reference Level (Ministry for
the Environment, 2019). According to the Paris Agreement, EU
member states were obliged to set a reference level for the LULUCF
sector for the period 2020–2030 to which the actual emissions are
compared. This was done by mimicking forestry as it was carried
out during the period 2000–2009 during the simulations.

National forest impact analysis: In 2022, the Swedish Forestry
Agency published results of a national forestry impact analysis
(termed SKA 22, Bergqvist et al., 2022). The analysis was done
on behalf of the government and in collaboration with SLU, using
Heureka RegWise. This kind of impact analysis is done every 5–
7 years in Sweden to assess the future needs and potential for forest
raw materials, biological diversity, and other benefits the forest can
provide as well as projections of the forest’s development given
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different scenarios. The 2022 analysis included six scenarios that
differed in how the forest is managed and what the aim of the
forest management is–ranging from focusing on increasing wood
production, to climate adaptation and biodiversity, and including
a business-as-usual scenario that continues current management
practices. The analysis serves as decision support for the forest
sector.

Teaching and contract education: The Heureka DSS is used
in teaching at SLU, but also at other educational institutions. It is
used on undergraduate, graduate, as well as on high school level.
On graduate and undergraduate level, Heureka is used by students
to compare the estimated consequences of applying different
management strategies and goals on specific forest properties.
On high school level, focus is on a combination of harvest
simulators and StandWise, thereby integrating the topics of forest
operations and silviculture. Interdisciplinary usage is appreciated
in teaching, e.g., how ecological and economic values are affected
by a certain forest management, but even more the possibilities of
observing cause and effect in virtual forests (instead of wasting real
ones). Contract education has been given to forest companies of
varying sizes but also consultants helping forest owners with forest
management and planning. Such courses, spanning from hours to
days and weeks, have been adapted to the client’s specific planning
problem and system use.

Application within research

The design and capabilities of the Heureka DSS make it a
versatile and powerful tool for analysis within different research
disciplines. Several research projects have also initiated the
implementation of functionality needed for the specific project,
making it available for all users. Below is a short overview giving
examples of studies from different research areas. A complete
list of published scientific papers using the system4 (87 papers
as in December 2022) is found in Supplementary material. The
extent to which the system is used in the analyses varies, in
some cases all parts of the analyses are done using the system
or, in other cases, the system is used to, e.g., generate a set of
potential management alternatives for each treatment unit (stand
or plot), then transferring this information to other tools. As the
core of the system concerns the development of the tree layer,
it has frequently been used for examining the effect of different
management systems or silvicultural actions on timber production.
Examples include assessments of continuous cover versus clear-
cut forestry (Nordström et al., 2013; Lundmark et al., 2016),
regeneration efforts (Lula et al., 2021; Jonsson et al., 2022) and
pre-commercial thinning (Fahlvik et al., 2015, 2017; Holmström
et al., 2016). As above and below ground biomass is calculated
in the system, several studies have assessed bioenergy potentials
(Snäll et al., 2017; Eggers et al., 2020a), carbon sequestration as
well as the combination of these two aspects (Cintas et al., 2017).
Carbon sequestration is one measure of climate change mitigation,
the latter being studied in relation to, e.g., forest owner behavior
(Lodin et al., 2020), the entire Swedish forest sector (Petersson

4 The list of papers in the Supplementary material include first author,
year, title, keywords, aim, what Heureka software being used, etc.

et al., 2022) and also combined with global scenarios for demand
of woody biomass (Nordström et al., 2016).

The development of the tree layer sets the living condition for a
multitude of forest-dwelling species. A number of published studies
concern biodiversity aspects, e.g., in relation to rotation lengths and
thinning regimes (Felton et al., 2017; Roberge et al., 2018) as well as
intricate studies involving habitat models based on citizen science
data (Bradter et al., 2021). Tree retention practices and voluntarily
set asides are broadly practiced in Swedish forestry and the Heureka
system has been used to explore long-term effects of these measures
(Lämås et al., 2015; Roberge et al., 2015). Reserves (formally
protected areas) is another measure to preserve biodiversity and
Lundström et al. (2011, 2014, 2016) used the Heureka DSS to study
strategies for reserve selection.

Forestry affects the water quality in streams, which has been
the topic of several studies. Öhman et al. (2009) checked the
effects of water quality criteria stated on catchment level versus
stated on sub-catchment level. Tiwari et al. (2016), Lundström
et al. (2018), and Sonesson et al. (2021) all studied the effects
of different widths and management of buffer zones. Another
landscape level aspect is reindeer herding, practiced on 50% of the
Swedish forest area. Among others, forestry and reindeer herding
interactions (Korosuo et al., 2014), forestry and reindeer herding
value chains (Berg et al., 2016), the need for migration corridors
(St John et al., 2016), and reindeer herding being a component
in land use priorities (Horstkotte et al., 2016) have been studied.
Forests also provide recreational opportunities and the balance
between timber production and recreation–including the spatial
distribution of high potential recreation forests–were studied by
Eggers et al. (2018).

Forests are prone to several risk and uncertainty factors. Here,
the Heureka DSS has been used to analyze adaptation potentials
related to climate change (Subramanian et al., 2015), the risk of
wind- throw (López-Andújar Fustel et al., 2021) and browsing
damages of ungulates (Nilsson et al., 2015).

Forest management planning is typically divided into a
hierarchy of different levels–strategic, tactical and operational
planning. The Heureka DSS has been used in this traditional setting
(Flisberg et al., 2014) but also to question this paradigm (Eriksson
et al., 2014). Also, the potential for new planning approaches in
terms of dynamic treatment units–contrary to the traditional static
treatment unit approach–has been analyzed (Wilhelmsson et al.,
2021, 2022).

Forests truly includes multiple goals and stakeholders, facts
recognized when designing the Heureka DSS. Eggers et al. (2019)
used the MCDA capabilities available in the PlanEval software to
balance timber production, biodiversity, recreation and reindeer
herding. PlanEval also enables participatory planning, a feature
used by Nilsson et al. (2016) involving preferences of multiple
stakeholders within a municipality in northern Sweden.

Based on assumptions on different forest policies, involvement
of stakeholders, and uncertainties of future climate a plethora
of different scenarios for forests and forestry are plausible. The
Heureka DSS and NFI data have been used to form and evaluate
scenarios in different settings. Eggers et al. (2020b) involved
stakeholders to define scenarios to check how well these scenarios
balanced economic and ecological values. In scenario analysis, the
Heureka DSS has also been used in combination with a forest
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sector model to downscale global timber demand to national level
(Eriksson et al., 2020).

Since most management decisions involve several objectives, it
can be of interest to investigate the conflicts and synergies between
objectives. One approach to doing that is by creating a set of
pareto-optimal plans, i.e., plans where the result for any one of
the objectives cannot be improved without impairing the result
for another objective. Based on the possibility of an increased
wood demand Eggers et al. (2022), used this approach for studying
trade-offs between biodiversity and biomass harvest, including the
potential for increasing biodiversity indicators while maintaining
or increasing harvest levels.

Discussion

The vision of the research programme developing the Heureka
DSS was to significantly contribute to the sustainable and multi-
objective management of Swedish forests by providing up-to-date
forest decision support tools for different stakeholders, ranging
from governmental organizations to private forest owners (Anon,
2009). One specific aim was to enable analyses of different forest-
related topics within the same framework, i.e., based on the same
type of input data for the analyses and the same models used for
calculations and projections. It should thereby be possible to avoid
analyses using different data and models providing outcomes that
are hard to compare or even – due to the methodologies and data
used – contradictory.

The Heureka system is today widely applied in research,
teaching, environmental analysis, as well as in practical forestry.
Among the factors contributing to the broad application of the
Heureka system are that the development of the system took
place at a university, making use of broad expertise and long-
term field data (in particular, the NFI data). Another factor was
that the timing was right – there was a demand for a forest DSS
dealing not only with wood production but also including other
forest values. In addition, there was enough financing to engage
professional system developers, which contributed to a flexible
system architecture that allowed for adding new functionality
over time. However, yet importantly, the development would not
have been possible without committed and enthusiastic people
dedicating their time and energy.

System development and maintenance

A university being the main body for system development has
pros and cons. A system like Heureka contains a large amount
of research results in terms of models and approaches from
different research disciplines. The development of the system as
well as applications of it can thereby serve as a communication
link - spreading research results–between different disciplines
enhancing transdisciplinary research. Operating a large IT project
at a university may, however, be seen as an odd activity - not
a core university business. Here, two factors can be mentioned.
First, Heureka predecessors (the Forest management Planning
Package [Indelningspaketet in Swedish, Jonsson et al., 1993) and
Hugin (Lundström and Söderberg, 1996)] were also developed

by SLU and thereby such activity had been done earlier at the
university. Second, besides research and teaching, public outreach
is another task for Swedish academia, including information to and
communication with the society and stakeholders. Here, a DSS like
Heureka acts as an important channel continuously transferring
research results to applications in the forestry, environmental
and energy sectors. Maintenance and further development of any
IT system is a challenge. Since the release of the first Heureka
version in 2009 the continuous administration, management and
development of the system have been handled by SLU (see the
SLU Programme for Forest Sustainability Analysis).5 The decision
to let SLU continue as the main body was taken after discussions
with stakeholders in the end of the research programme. System
maintenance is organized in a broad consortium with co-
financing of research by authorities, forest owner associations
and industrial organizations, a construct that ensures relevance
among stakeholder categories. The location at SLU ensures direct
connection to state-of-the-art research in all relevant forest-related
topics and has been key in keeping Heureka as a freeware. Some
challenges exist with this solution, such as balancing interests
among stakeholder categories and ensuring necessary system
management and development competences but have been of
manageable magnitude to this day. Here, the challenge of not
ending up with the system in the hands of a few people is also to
be mentioned. That is, the importance of transferring knowledge
on system functioning and system design to new collaborators.

The Heureka system could potentially be published as open
source, which would enable user-initiated development of e.g.,
sought-after spatial functionality. Possibilities and challenges
associated with such solutions and more open data in general could
be further investigated for guidance on potential development
efforts to this end.

On the use of the Heureka DSS

Although frequently used, we still see the potential for
an increased use of Heureka as well as any formal DSS
within forestry. Barriers hampering wider use are found among
users as well as within systems, such as user friendliness and
functionality. Users need considerable knowledge and training to
use Heureka. Although SLU includes the Heureka DSS in teaching
on undergraduate as well as on graduate levels, there are still few
advanced users outside of SLU. On the one hand, any advanced
DSS quite naturally requires proficient and well-trained users; on
the other hand, a system should be user-friendly and intuitive.
A potential further development is a less complex, user-friendly
system that can be used intuitively and does not require users
to install any software on their computers (discussed in terms of
“Heureka light”). In this context, complexity vs. simplicity is a
prominent issue both from a user as well as from a system design
perspective; the details and complexity desired in some cases vs.
the (limited) functionality needed to analyze other problems. It
naturally relates also to, among others, system complexity, time for
running analyses, need for data and database sizes (c.f. Eriksson and
Bergh, 2022).

5 https://www.slu.se/sha
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The research papers using the Heureka DSS for analysis are
published in 36 different journals, indicating a broad spectrum
of research areas (Figure 6 and Supplementary material). The
majority of the studies, however, concern economic aspects. Most
of these studies combine economic and ecological aspects, in
a dozen cases also with social aspects, i.e., combining all three
aspects. Studies handling only ecological or social aspects are few.
Climate factors (mitigation or adaptation) are most frequently
handled in combination with economic aspects. A handful of
studies concern climate as a single factor. Of the three software
handling forest dynamics, PlanWise is most frequently used,
i.e., the software based on optimization for finding preferred
solutions. StandWise (interactive simulation) and RegWise (rule-
based simulation framework) are used at roughly the same
frequency. The PlanEval MCDA software is used in less than ten
papers, most often in combination with PlanWise. Based on these
published papers we still see a potential for an expanding use of the
system within non-traditional forestry topics, i.e., ecological and
social aspects, and in integrated analysis covering several different
aspects. Concerning the use of the different software, it might be
that the optimization-based software PlanWise - used in more than
half of the cases - is applied more or less routinely. Instead, applying
the rule-based simulation framework in RegWise might be more
appropriate and straightforward for some analyses.

System functionality

The division of Heureka into three different software for
handling forest dynamics is related to the diverse mechanisms
used for assigning forest management activities to treatment
units among the three software (interactive simulation, rule-based
simulation and optimization, respectively). It is partly a legacy from
similar structures in the Heureka predecessors [c.f. systems built
in a strict modular way, e.g., the Finnish SIMO (Rasinmäki et al.,
2009)]. Consequently, additional differences among the software
have emerged over time. It makes sense to reconsider this structure
in the designing of the next generation of forest DSS (e.g., successor
of Heureka), since more complex diversifications of other processes
already exist within the individual software. Still, it is notable that
there exists only one version of the system (the four individual
software). You could easily think of one version for researchers or
very advanced users and another version for other users. The single
version so far simplifies system maintenance as there is only one
version of the system (the four individual software).

Spatial problems typically grow to large combinatorial
problems. Such problems, as well as large non-spatial problems
containing many treatment units are troublesome to solve with
exact optimization methods. Despite the name, heuristic methods,
i.e., methods using the computational power of computers to
search for good solutions, are so far not implemented in the
Heureka DSS. Instead, the PlanWise software is based on exact
solution methods (LP and MIP). Traditionally, exact methods are
applicable only to small problems due to the long solution times
for large and complex problems. Developments in efficient problem
formulations, computing power and advanced solvers have now
made it possible to solve larger problems than before. However,
there are still problems that can only be described by non-linear

functions, which prevent the use of methods such as LP or MIP.
For these problems, different heuristics would be an option.

The Heureka DSS builds on empirical growth models, which
have the inherent weakness that it is difficult to capture rare
occurrences in the modeling. This means that while the system
includes some functionality when it comes to management
strategies that are rare in Swedish forestry, such as continuous
cover forestry, the results produced are more uncertain than for
the mainstream even-aged forestry. Moreover, contrary to process-
based models, empirical models are not good at depicting cause
and effect relationships (Larocque, 2016; Felton et al., 2017). The
Heureka system applies a hybrid model for considering effects of
climate change on tree growth, thereby combining empirical with
process-based models.

Further, the system set-up also imply that the economic value
of timber production is the overriding objective, such as the sorting
of treatment schedules according to net present values, and net
present value being the default objective function in optimization
models. In addition, the system so far lacks models that allow users
to simulate the development of other vegetation than the tree layer,
thus ignoring, e.g., the impact of the tree layer on the ground
vegetation. Here, work is though ongoing to include models for the
presence and distribution or dwarf shrubs.

Empirical growth and yield models typically have their roots
within the discipline of forest management and planning, the
focus being timber production [e.g., Heureka and the Finnish
MELA (Nuutinen et al., 2011) and MOTTI (Hynynen et al., 2015)
systems]. As is the case with the Heureka DSS, the scope of
such systems is often progressively broadened to include aspects
related to, among others, environmental and nature conservation
aspects. Forest succession models, on the other hand, have their
roots within ecological research (Larocque, 2016; Felton et al.,
2017). These models describe successional pathways based on
mechanisms and processes for seedling establishment and tree
growth and mortality [e.g., systems like JABOWA (Ashraf et al.,
2012) and LANDIS (Mladenoff, 2004)]. Successional models might
be preferable when considering seed dispersal, wildfire spread,
wind-throw risk, or pest outbreaks (i.e., when internal ecological
feedback is of importance for modeling forest development).
Systems of this kind, like LANDIS, often also include timber
management activities. Thereby, the two types of systems - systems
stemming from forest management planning vs. systems stemming
from ecological research - are converging and may handle partly
overlapping concerning problem areas.

Spatially explicit wall-to-wall high-resolution data based on
combinations of field surveys and remote sensing are becoming
frequently available. One such example is the Swedish grid cellmaps
based on data from national laser scanning projects and data from
the Swedish NFI (Skogsstyrelsen, 2016). Although such data have
been used as forest input data in Heureka (e.g., Lodin et al., 2020),
there are so far no streamlined import routines. Among other
things, this type of data typically does not include all variables
needed and consequently missing data have to be handled. Routines
to handle this sort of data (including missing data) are urgently
needed if, among others, approaches such as dynamic treatment
units evolve further (Wilhelmsson et al., 2021, 2022).

A current focus area for further development of the Heureka
system is to broaden the consideration of risk and uncertainty in
the analysis framework, in addition to the aforementioned natural
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FIGURE 6

A word cloud made out of the keywords for the 87 scientific papers (16 papers did not include keywords) including analyses using the Heureka DSS
(as in December 2022), see Supplementary material.

disturbance models. Functionality for Monte Carlo simulation
is currently being implemented in RegWise. The Monte Carlo
functionality will allow for arranged repeated simulations and
special result visualization. It is intended to be used along with
stochastic models, some already implemented such as mortality.

Reflections and recommendations

When initiating the development of the Heureka system in
the end of the 1990s, there was a fairly clear view of what should
be the outcome of the effort (Dahlin et al., 1997). At that time,
there were changes in forest policies, new knowledge emerged in
disciplines such as landscape ecology and conservation biology
and management approaches were formed like New Forestry in
the Pacific North West, US (Swanson and Franklin, 1992). It was
clear that new DSS were needed to replace DSS single-focused on
timber production. Still some aspects were considered more or less
as given such as forest development modeling (tree growth, etc.)
was considered to be fairly straight-forward and the number of
management alternatives quite limited.

In our opinion, the field for developing the next generation
of forest DSS is now wider open then before; deeper and
broader knowledge in related research disciplines, more modeling
approaches available, a more diversified and contradictory
expectation of forest management and forest uses, as well as a
multitude of alternatives for building computerized systems. An
obvious general and global factor is the increased uncertainty
concerning the future (Steffen et al., 2015; Intergovernmental
Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services
[IPBES], 2019; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
[IPCC], 2022). Consequently, future forest DSS should therefore
be able to deal with risks and uncertainties to a greater extent
than current systems (Pasalodos-Tato et al., 2013; De Pellegrin
Llorente et al., 2023). It also relates to the core of DSS systems
modeling forest development; given environmental changes,

empirical growth functions have severe limitations. Simulations
of forest development should be able to explicitly account for
changes in climate and other environmental factors, calling for
hybrid (Goude et al., 2022) or process-based growth functions.
When developing growth functions, one should account for which
kind of input data a forest DSS will be using, in the near and
medium future. In particular, the variables used in the growth
models should reflect what input data is easily available and be
relevant for different kinds of forest management. This demands
a group of well-informed, broad-minded and diverse model and
system developers. Since all systems are only as good as their
model components, and forest DSS are very dependent on reliable
growth functions, much effort should be put on developing and
continuously updating these functions as new data and knowledge
become available.

Given the complex nature of truly sustainable forest
management under rapidly changing environmental and
social conditions, future forest DSS should include a variety
of ecosystem services and make it easy for its users to include them
in the analysis.

There are trade-offs between pooling resources and building
one DSS, to be used in several countries with similar forest
conditions and management approaches, and making the DSS
relevant for local and regional users. The trade-off is, however,
less pronounced when it comes to the development of growth
functions, where more available input data, e.g., from several
countries, may allow for more robust models.

Another trade-off exists between the complexity of the DSS
(and thus its potential to handle a variety of problems and use
cases), and its user-friendliness. Instead of developing one big,
complex system, it might be advisable to develop smaller, simpler
systems that are tailor-made for the need of certain user groups.
Building large systems also takes time, thereby the final system
in the worst case doesn’t answer the topical questions. With all
that in mind, it seems advisable to build modular, flexible systems
that are easy to adapt. These factors have, however, to be weighed
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against “economies of scale” and the possibilities to handle a
broader spectrum of analyses within the same framework when
building larger systems.

Finally, it must be remembered that outcomes of any DSS
should be considered decision support in its true sense. The aim
is not primarily to produce the “absolute truth,” but rather to
better understand the problem and situation. By running various
forms of analysis using systems like Heureka, one learns more
about the possibilities and limitations of different options and about
synergies and trade-offs between different objectives. It thus enables
informed decisions that meet the objectives of forest management
as far as possible.
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